RG1255: Roosevelt, Theodore Reference Collection

Speech, clippings, photographs; mostly 1917
Size: Fraction of a foot

What will I find in this collection?

RG1255.AM: This collection consists of a carbon typescript (17 p.) of a speech delivered by Theodore Roosevelt. The title is "Nebraska Speech. At Lincoln, Nebraska, June 14, 1917." Also included are photocopies of clippings describing Roosevelt’s Lincoln visit.

RG1255.PH: The photograph portion of this collection [formerly PC1255] consists of miscellaneous photographs of Theodore Roosevelt.

How do I find more detailed information about this collection?

This collection was created by the NSHS staff for use as a “Reference Collection.” The materials were acquired from different sources, and are linked solely by subject content.

This coversheet is the only available finding aid for the manuscript portion of the collection.

Ask the Reference Staff for assistance with the photographs.

What restrictions govern the use of this collection?

Researchers must use gloves when handling photographic materials.

Related materials at the Nebraska State Historical Society:

Some articles and references relating to Roosevelt may be found in the Nebraska History magazine. Check the index or ask the Reference Staff for assistance.

It is the responsibility of the patron to pursue permission and copyright issues prior to publication.

K. Koka 8 September 1997

**Not all collections are available for immediate use. Contact the reference staff for further information.**